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While there have been huge strides recently in telephone technology with the rise of smart phones, the basic functionality of the telephone has not changed. A phone will ring for a certain time and then transfer to voicemail or just transfer directly to voicemail if a cell phone doesn't have service. The problem with this approach is that there is available data that could be used to route the call in a more intelligent manner. The data available includes information about the caller, the time of day, and the callee's availability set via Microsoft's Lync communication client. Gold Systems works closely with Lync and wanted their phone system to be more integrated with Lync so each user has a customizable digital personal assistant to manage their incoming calls.

Waldo is a dynamic call handling solution that allows users to take advantage of their available user data. Users can create conditions using this data and then set up actions that describe how they would like to route incoming calls. These conditions and actions make up a series of rules which can filter incoming calls, much like email filters. Users can create these rules via a web application that resembles Outlook Web Application. Calls can either be forwarded to a phone, forwarded to voicemail or Waldo can query a user with an instant message. The instant message can be used to decide in real time how the user wants to handle the incoming call and also allows for text to speech communication back to the caller.

Video: Dynamic Call Handling Solution

Creating a New Rule
Waldo Rules

Choose how calls will be handled. Rules will be applied in the order shown. If you don't want a rule to run, you can turn it off or delete it.

- If my Lync status is Available then forward the call to 3037176205
- If my Lync status is Available then forward the call to 3035551214
- If the caller's name is Bruce Sanders then send the call to my voicemail
- If my Lync status is Busy then send me an instant message
- If my Lync status is Available and the time is later than 10:00 am then send me an instant message

Lync Availability
Instant Messaging

4/26/2011

Dev_WaldoUser1

You have a call waiting from sip:blimmer@goldsys.com. What do you want to do with the call? You can type the following responses:

- `vm` (send to voicemail)
- `notnow` (informs the caller you can't take the call)
- `connect` (transfer call to your default phone)

Additionally, you can put a colon after your command and the text you type will be spoken back to sip:blimmer@goldsys.com.

Benjamin Limmer

notnow: I'll call you back in fifteen minutes.

Dev_WaldoUser1

OK, you can't take the call right now. I'll let the caller know.

Last message received on 4/26/2011 at 5:28 PM.
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